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About OVAL JAPAN
• 「OVAL」="Our Vision for Asian Leadership" 
• Formal name for OVAL:

‘International business contest for all students, OVAL’
• OVAL was founded in 2003、and since the "OVAL 2005 in China”, 

we’ve been co-holding IBC (International Business Contest) with 
OVAL China and Korea branch in each countries.

• In 2020 this year, "Youth Entrepreneur Challenge” was held by 
OVAL Japan.

• Along with IBC, we both incubate and operate Staff Exchange 
Program (SEP).
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About OIBC

OIBC
Online International Business Contest

OVAL, the multicultural student-lead 
organization presents; 

Online English Business Contest for 
students. 
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Concept of OIBC

「The game’s on, new-normal」
~International Business Contest

for Japan, China, and Korea~
COVID-19 might have kept us from offline event, 

but cannot stop us bridging a new-normal
international exchange that we offer online!
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Schedule

Domestic selection process：2020/12/13（online）
Meeting for participants：2020/12/27 
Study session for participants*① mid-January, 2021(online）
（we’ll let you know the details ASAP）
Study session for participants②：early February（online）
PreOIBC：2021/2/13-14（offline**）
OIBC：2021/2/17-20（online）
*Study session will be lead by hands-on, charismatic businessmen.
**Whether we hold the offline event or not depends on infection status of COVID-19.
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Outline of Domestic Selection Process

Application form：Due by 12/10 (Wed)
⇒Domestic meet：12/13 (Sun)
⇒Participants announcement：12/16 (Wed）
*Application form link below
https://forms.gle/HD4zjdLbLyRaciqJ7
【Criteria for the meet】
⇒English skill, interests for business, problem-solving 
capabilities, logical discussion capabilities.
The meet will be held both in Japanese and in English.

https://forms.gle/HD4zjdLbLyRaciqJ7
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PreOIBC outline

PreOIBC: scheduled right before OIBC.（2/13-14, 2021）
Representative of Japan for OIBC will be selected in 
PreOIBC.
Purpose：quality enhancement of OIBC
Language usage：Japanese
The participants will create a business plan and present it. There will 
be a great opportunities for the participants to discuss with a worker 
from a flourishing, successful enterprise; Reazon Holdings* 
※It is likely that PreOIBC will be held offline, however it is still pending.
*A foreign affiliated IT firm, founded in 2019, and has been gathering 
great attention ever since. Reazon Holdings widely operates internet 
services such as “menu”, the food delivery service.
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OIBC outline
・Date of event：2/17, 2021（Wed）-20（Sat）（online）
・Language usage：English
・Japan, China, and Korea will each have domestic meet, and 

select the best candidates for OIBC.
・All groups will be associated with 3 people from each 

country.
・Create a business plan based on given assignment. 
・Get feedbacks on the plan from elite businessmen.
・Give a presentation and compete.
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OIBC outline

planning

consulting

planning

presentation (semi-final）

Each group will create a business plan 
based on the given theme.

Get a professional consulting on the 
plan.

Reframe the plan based on the 
feedbacks.

All the group will present their plan 
within 15 minutes per group.

presentation（final） The winners from semi-final 
will make the final 
presentation.
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Ideal candidate profile for OIBC participants

Ones who…
・are interested in business.
・are interested in problem-solving.
・are capable of logical thinking.
・have sense of responsibility and won’t give up.
・are understanding about different culture, and can 

actively communicate with others. 
・have sufficient English skill to work with other students.
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Your gain through OIBC

・It is a great chance for you to have connections with top 
students from Japan, China, and Korea (Students from 
University of Tokyo, Peking University, and Seoul National 
University) along with people with unique background. 
・It’ll enhance your ability to discuss business in English.
・You will meet successful businessmen from various field.
・The only IBC that is free of charge
・1st place participants will win 10,0000 JPY etc...
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Recommended for…

・those who are looking for something to get yourself out of your 
comfort zone!

・those who want to enhance your English skill.
・those who are interested in business or marketing.
・those who want to gain multi-perspective in an international 

environment.
・those who are interested in Chinese or Korean culture.
・those who are willing to make more friends.
・those who seek for some excitement!
etc...


